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Filled with everything a modern bride needs to organize her perfect big day, The Bride's Essential

Wedding Planner is like having your own personal wedding consultant. It contains a wealth of

completely up-to-date information about the entire planning process: checklists for every step,

interview questions for potential service providers, worksheets to record vendor services and costs,

DIY and money-saving hints, at-a-glance advice, a 16-month fill-in calendar, sleeves to hold

business cards, guest list and seating chart organizers, pockets on all tab dividers, and more!
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Amy Nebens, a former senior articles editor at Martha Stewart Weddings and associate editor at

Bridal Guide, is a freelance writer and editor. The author of The Bride's Book of Lists: Things to Do

& Questions to Ask (Sterling) and For Your Wedding: Traditional GownsÂ (Friedman), she lives in

CT with her husband and three children.

So much less expensive on  then in the bookstores. I used this for months planning 2 weddings and

it held up! Had pretty much everything I needed and some things I didn't know I needed.

This is essentially the same resource as the smaller brides book of lists. However it does include

additional resources that the smaller book does not. I recommend one of each. Both books are

excellent and important tools for organization. Plus this book, the Brides essential wedding planner

also has several things in it that make it a sort of scrapbook journey of the road to your wedding. In



this mother of the brides opinion, both are worth every penny. One for the bride, one for the mother

of the bride, or maybe the maid of honor. Whoever you,the bride, choose to be your 2nd in

command you will both appreciate these excellent resources to keep each other on the same page.

These resources and communication are essential keys to planning a successful wedding.

Probably wouldn't purchase again. Just has spreadsheets to fill in as you get information. Also has

questions to ask vendors/photographers/ etc, which could be helpful, but everything on the internet

was the same thing. I could make the spreadsheets for free.

The book itself is great and extremely helpful for anyone planning their own wedding. The only

reason why this is a four star is because the copy I ordered was used and said it would have some

wear to the cover, but the binder rings were so bent out of shape I couldn't even turn the pages.

Problem solved with a 3 ring binder from walmart.

I love it because its to the point but in depth where I need it to be, lists. Ill admit it, I grew up with

ADHD, guess what? This 20 year old still has it, lists are a miracle in life for someone that has a

brain filled jumbled racing around in every which direction. Organized by section with nice thick tabs.

Mine is nice clearly used but still in great condition for the 5 dollars I spent. (only had a few markings

on the inside). Even has company card pockets in the front and then a pocket on the opening tab

spot at the beginning of each section. Could even be used as a place to keep the recietes to keep

track of the budget. But really if only I could have something with lists like this pre-made for

everyday life.

Bought this as a starting point for my wedding planning. Covers many areas and ideas that I never

even thought of, and offers ideas as to how to accomplish goals! It will be very helpful in the

upcoming year whilst planning my wedding. Although it offers places to write down critical

information, I plan to use the book for information and as a keepsake. I bought a standard 2" binder

to use to hold other information, and to be carried around. That way the book will not get damaged.

I got this for my bestfriend she says she loves it.

Unfortunately this guide was not helpful at all. It would be very useful to someone choosing venues /

caterers / bakers (that's about 90% of the content - how to compare vendors) but for someone who



already has that done, it's been no help. I need a tool for organizing and this wasn't the one.
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